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SfATEKEh~ OF-TEE PROBLEM 
0 
CHAPT!!R I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBI?M 
Mental i magery ia a personal, inti~t• experience 
peculiar to the individual. Ve t:now tl'at each individual 
brines to his readinc a.l the actual uperienees tt•t 
Mke up his daily llvinc. How far above al'lli beyond the 
actual experience does the vicarious r•adin& experience 
carry a person to a flexible , broadening bori~on lies in 
the pictures formed and oxP&nded in the mir.d stimulated 
by the printed symbol. These pictures ue the substance 
ot mental i.ugery. The iuges are the production ot both 
the autbor and tb& rnder. The purpose or this stllliy is 
to discover the amount and type of imagery possessed by 
children. 
The followin& questions will be answered in so 
tar as the data will permit: 
1. Vbelt 1s the total amount or aaaery 
posse•sed? 
2 . ;.·mt 11 tho. difterecce 1n the uoount of 
imagery tor boys and girls? 
3 . Whet are the types of iugery poasessed? 
4. What is tl• difference in the amount or the 
types of 1D.agery? 
5. Whet i. tho difference in the types of 
1 
illagery and aa;ount of U:.agary in an indoor 
and outdoor setting? 
6 . What is the effec t of detailed queation1ng 
on the imagery of children? 
r 
.. 
Ill'TRODUCTIOII l'O TEE PROBLEM 
CHAPTER II 
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 
Definition of I=agery 
The term mental ima&ery, as use<! ir. this study, is 
appHed to ret.dir.g and =nns the pictures forL.ed ir. the 
aind stimulated by the print ec1 symbol. These printe<l 
symbols, it is interesting to note, teo their origin in 
picture writing . The t~eroglyphics of tl4 hgyptians were 
pictures symbolizing the 1CIIige or thought to be trhnsferre<i 
to another . The picture-symbol brought into being in tbe 
observer's mind the 1ma&e or the co~crete obJect, action or 
uotlon so SYJObolize<l. Through the 6<ges tne symbols took 
on aore sbsuact form uld eventually a co><bir.,tion of the 
individual symbols into words and tr.e "ords into ~llrases 
ens.bles man i n an efficient manner to tr•nsi'er to paper 
and then to tho minds of others t hrough re•c!ing bh thoughts 
al'Jd ideas . It is through this means ttat the i<lei.S of 
creat ~en can be willed to posterity for reflection and 
er.li&i.tment . It 1s tllrouch iu.gery tl:l..t a ~icture of great 
events of the paot ccn be seen a.nd related to the present . 
It , . , Aristotle who gave the first definition of 
Mental imagery . lle states tb!lt n ... • mental ill.preasions are 
not signs or symbols, but copies of externol r~•lity 
likenesses of things t hemselves . In the act of 
sensuous perception objects stam, upon tr~ ~Di an impress 
of t hemselves like tmt of a signet ring , and tt.e picture 
so engraven on tte memor y is compar ed to a portrait •..• 
From these • phantasms" or representations of tr~ 
imaginati on the intellect abstracts its 1oeas or 
universal concepts . ,. l 
J~cLennan say~ nrrr.asery is a name for concrete 
mental processes taken in ti'~ir 1nmted1ate snd varied 
i ndividualities • .,2 
Bentley gave one of the best descrivti ve 
defin1 tions of imagery. "The best instance is the 
imager y which runs along with t he novel we are readil'.g . 
The t hread of the plot i s mainly carried in 
accompanying f i gures and scenes •••• when we actually lose 
oursel ves in t he novel we bUild up a f i ctitious pr esent 
and percept ually behold the creatures and events which 
are t he joint creation of our author and ourself ••• 
Her e the imaginational functions m ve already become 
per cept ual .n3 
1 . 
a!)d n ne A r~. 
L1m1 ted. , 192 , 
s . 11 . Butcher, Ar1stotles 1s Theor v of Poetry 
4th ed.; London: The l'.acml.llbn Cocpany 
p . 125. 
2 . S . F . MacLelll'.on, •The Image and The Idea9 
PsycholoSical Review, 1902. Vol. 9 , llo . 70. 
New York: 
3 . Madison Bentley, Tht> Field of Psycl>Qlogy. 
Appleton an6 Company, I925 , p. 2&6 
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Clarke statu trat •:u.a;;e in .o •. ular ,...r;..;.nce and 
often in psychology, means a centrally aro~•d revresenta-
tion of a v isual impression • .,1 
ll:l&gery tt.en in tb1s study is used llith thi s 
me .. nin&: Hental I~;:•sery is t he pic t ure rorr.tecl in the 
=inc! sti:::uleted by the print !<! "ord. The ,ictur• runs 
alon& with tho s ·l·•ction be in;; r~ad an<l 1 a coc.,osi te 
c~e tion of the author and tbt reader. 
Imasery i n Children 
"The very young child hes great 1m6g1r ... tive ~owers . 
Mos t children heve an imaginary frier.4 or pet vith whom 
they talk fr~ely. In r eadir.g , t he child has a more vivid 
imagery the" tr..e aver .. ce a.dult. •It sees to be 
established beyond reasonable doubt t~t tne y~~.g cnilc 
thinks lar6dY in cor.crete vi seal. iragery ...• The cr.1l<i. up 
t o ten is pr edominantly a v1sua l 1zer . "2 
Kelley says "Tho imagery of t t ... srow1ng child 
18 so vivid and intense that he frequentl)' ros <iiff1culty 
in disti nguishing betlleen 1mag~notio!! anc1 reality, bet"een 
fancy and fact . •3 
1 . H. Clarke , 
Joy.rr~y:l of Psxc h;)loF;y, 
"Consc i ous Attitudes", !:~ris§n 
Vol. 22, 1911, k . f'!'Z . 
2 . S. Colvin & M •. R. Myers , "!ho Dev~lo,cent of 
Iugination i n Schoold Children and The Relation Between 
Ideational Types ~nd ~he Retentivity or Material Appealing 
to vuious Sense DBpartments" , Psychologied Ho!logrt<ph, 
Vol . 11, 1909, p . ~3 . 
3 . 
PIYC hology . 
W. A. & M.R. Kelley, Int~QdyctorY Child 
".1h·aullee: The Bruc e :'~<5Hah1ng Co, l336 , p . 58. 
Cattell concurs that " •••• children a.-pear to t.ave 
rich and detailed imagery.•l "e fAels that in our civiliza-
tion people are forced to subdue imagery to essential facts . 
The imagery of the chi~d is lost in growing up due to 
lack of use. This reflects Galton's findings in regard to 
low imagery in men of science. He attributed t~js lov 
imagery to disuse of the imageric pow•rs. The understandir~ 
or a selection can be as deep without images as with 
them but the accoopaniment of i mag<'rY greatly enl'&nces 
tl:e basic facts and allo·•s for more generol application of 
the facts . 
Types of Imagery 
Most children are visualizers . They transform 
what they read to their own present and identify it vith 
the known. •Retention tt~ough the centers for vision 
and aud1 tion and movement often lead to i.Ir..ager~r. "2 
Lay lists tt~se types of i~gery. •Visual, 
auditory, tactile, gustatory, olfactory, th~rmal, motor, 
those of pain, organic, those of emotion. •3 
1 . Raymond B. Cattell, G~neral Psychology. 
Massachusetts: Sci-A rt Publishers, 1941, p. 419. 
2. Madison Bentley, •The Meoory Image and It's Qualitative Fidelity•, Tn~ Ameriemn Joyrnpl o! Psychology 
1899. Vol. 11, p. 23. 
3. 111lfred Lay , "Mental Imagery", P~~cholosical 
Monograph, Supplement II , No . 3, May , 1 8 , p. 1 . 
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Of these types the irneges of taste and s~ell are 
rare in voluntary imagery. Olfactory and gustatory 
inages are difficult to st1.mulete perhaps due to tt.e 
fact that tl~se two types of iu~gery Lre not necessury to 
see and remember effectively. 
In this study the tHeS of 1.magrs tabulateu and 
analysed are : 
1 . Visual 
2. Auditory 
3 . Gustatory 
4 . Olfactory 
5 . Tactile 
6 . Color 
7 . !(otor 
s . Time 
9 . Kinaestt.etic 
10. &notion. 
? 
I 
PLAN OF THE <!:XPERIMENT 
CHAPT:ul II I 
PLAN OP THE EXPERIMENT 
Too purpose of this study is to discover the acount 
and type of imagery possessed by children. The ele~ents 
making up the total image, the frequency of occurrer~e of 
these elements and the characteristics of t~~ image were 
considered. 
Selection of Materia l 
The writer constructed three paragrapt~ tor the 
experiment. These are an orientation paragrajOh for use 'With 
tr~ group as a whole, an outdoor paragraph elld an indoor 
paragraph. Several considerations were adr£red to during 
the construction of the material . 
The paragraphs are entirely narrative. llo 
conver sation is included as the autt~r felt the inclusion of 
conver sation would tend to interfere with the ioage of the 
person and place. 
The paragraphs are simple in thought content 
and meaning. Each paragraph has a thought content within 
the experience sphere of the subJects or related to actual 
experience by simplicity of trought. 1{avle' s investigation 
of mental imagery in silent reading showed that "The 
8 
!I 
presence of 1msgery -- r a t her t han t he cap .. city for it 
varies according to the subJect matter of tte materi~l 
being r ead ••• Past exper ience as a factor in mental 
imagery seems, to t he write,, t o be of the ut~ost 
significance, for it i s tten implicit t het t te i mage evoke4 
by r eading wi~l be r elevant, not nacessurily to the reading 
matter i t self but to the process of t hought aroused . I!' 
t he background of experience i s not of sufficient scope to 
have included previous perception of det&ils described, 
tl~ image nay not be only irrelevant to tte passag• read , 
but it may also be a false and inaccurate image .• ~ 
To be more accurate in deterlllir.ir:g the relation 
or t he subjects in this experiment t o the content of the 
material it should be said tt~t the content is mor e truly 
within the env1ronr.:ent al sphere of t he children. A child 
can walk down a road four times a day ~nd yet not 
'"experience" any r-articular sensations from t r.e doing of it . 
Girls, more tnan boys , cay be said to generally exper~ence 
the function1ngs of " kitchen. Exposure to the sit uation 
does not pr esuppose experiencing t he situation. 
Another aim in the construction of the ,.aragrs..;>hs 
was to prev~nt any disturbing element i n the content to 
1 . Ardra s. \'avle , A Study of Mental I~Mgery 
i n Silfnt BP.eding , unpublisr~ Y~ster • s Thesis , hoston 
u-niversity , l939. 
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interfere with imagery . Phipps states 1n her thesis 
•While observing and thinking over the reasons why certain 
themata were r emember ed better than others in the Mystery 
Story, the writer felt tr.at t he emotional suggestions 
brought to the child ' s ~nd by the story either created 
interest in him or blocked him. Such •blockJ.I)8" frequently 
occured immediately after an emotional suggestion caught 
a child's interest , An emotional suggestion apparently 
does two things to a child; f i r st , it causes him to 
r emember thst particular inc ident clear ly , end secondly, 
1 t seems t o block his J:dnd from taking i n any new 
suggestions for the time being, until the emotional 
disturbance has subs1ded ,nl 
The content of the paragraphs i s not emotional 
either in theme or in construction, The reaction of the 
individual t o the situation presented may prove emotional. 
This element was purposely included to allow for individual 
differences 1n imagery due to i ndividual r eacti ons to the 
content matter. In the outdoor paragraph, t his element is at 
the ell<l of the paragraph all<l could not interfere wi tb 
further imagery. In the indoor paragraph, the e~otional 
reaction would of necessity be more subtle depending upon 
the child's interpretation of and reaction to the 
paragraph. 
l. l'.ar ian E. Phipps , JlAnl!.~~l~r!Lsi~s~o~r~,;~l'~-ei!'n~t;!~l Xmagerr, unpublished Master's Thesis;-Boston University , 1944 . 
pp 34-38. 
.1.0 
In Clough's study a fair positive correlation 
vas found between indoor and outdoor selections in respect 
t o mental imagery. The author chose to construct one 
indoor and one outdoor paragrkph not to further substantiet e 
t he correlation bet·•un the two but to discover the 
difference in the t ype of imagery on the respective 
,._ragraphs 1t any exhtad, 
The tvo paragraphs are coaparable in len&tb. 
The paragraphs vere kept ahort in order to focus the 
attention of the reader on !ever icages in the hope of 
producing rich inagery. 
Careful attention vas given to vocabulary and 
an attempt zade to keep all ~ords a t least one crade level 
belov the grade level of the readers . The sentence length 
vas varied and difficulty of construction avoided , The 
imaces in each paracraph are concrete vitb the exception 
or the endings. Hero an elEil'lent of individual interpreta-
tion vas purposely included to allov for freedom of 
t hought and nov of viVid imagery 1f aey exhtad 1n the 
aubject. 
Vbere pouible only indicative, oucri~t1ve •ords 
vera used . Vords vitb only one connotation vare e:~loyed 
to prevent any one vord troll becollling a atimulua to a flov 
or imagery vholly irrelevant to the content of the paragraph, 
The construction ot t he orientation par•graph 
was undertaken with these swne considerations in mini . 
This paragraph is shor ter tr.an the outdoor-indoor j:.Qragraphs . 
The setting of the orientation paragraph io pri~rily 
outdoors but placed so trst indoor imagery could b@ evo~ea . 
The central subjt>ct here is an animal. The author felt 
that there might be the possibility of a carry over from 
the orientation paragraph to the paragraphs used to gattsr 
data if a human being was used as thA SubJect. This might 
rove been an interesting possibility to note but for the 
pur)'oses of this study a new central irtage seemed more 
aesirable . 
The Paragrapr.s 
The par;, graphs i n the order of their presentation 
are : 
Orientation Paragraph 
The dog is sittir.g on the steps. lie i s 
wide awake and watching the r oad care-
fully. Suddenly he stands up, stretcr.es , 
and scratches t he door . No one answers . 
The dog lays down and goes to sleep. 
Outdoor Paragraph 
The boy walks slowly down t he road. It 
is a warm, spring day . He pulls a n~w 
piece of grass out of the ground and 
sticks it between his teeth. Across the 
field a pond sparkles in the sunlight. 
The boy jumps over a fence and storts 
across the field of high grass and flower s . 
He stops and smells a flower . But now he 
begins to run . It is s~ring and there is 
something in the grass . \lith a dash the 
boy is gone and all is still . 
Indoor Paragraph 
The girl is busy at her work . Only tr.e 
crscl<le ol' paper s.s she turn> the pages 
a~ the tick tocK of tne clock breok t he 
silence of the (!uiet room. She lsys r.·cr 
hand on the head or the scall an1lr.a~ 
near her . Suddenly the clock strikes 
the hour and the girl looks up surprised. 
She rests a&ainst the chair and turns 
page after .,age Quickly . JUll(,iiing UJ' 
the girl crosses the room and looks out 
the "indo". She v1cks up a scissors froo. 
the table and returns to her work . 
Selection of Questions 
A set of QUestions "ere bl<ilt for each paragraph. 
These questions , though long in form ana detdl , are 
considered as a skeleton forz for tt.e intervie". To 
stimulate the subject t o a full accour.t of his ittagery it 
was felt necessary to follow his leaa aurir.;g "tl"'.e .... uestioning . 
On t he outdoor paragraph twent y- one pOSSlbly present ~ges 
"ere selected anci questions precedea by "Dio you see" or, 
wr~re t he image was an action, "Dio you notice" were 
formulated on these ittages . On tne i!:door paragraph 
twenty possibly present images were tabulated and questions 
constr1.1.cted. in the sa~e manner. Tf:e orientation 
11aragraph contained seven possible 1-.ages ana questions 
were built to cover tbem. 
Galton set up four criteria for questions . "There 
is har<lly any more difficult task than ttat of framing 
~uest1ons "hie b are not likely to be misunderstood , which 
admU. of easy r eply, and "hich cover the ground of inquiry?l 
l . Francis Galton, InouirifS into lru:n&n t'fcUlty 
a.!Ji Its Develop;nent . London: Macm1ll&n Company , ld83, py57-9 
.. , 
-<.V 
' • 
The fourth crit erion, and most important of all in this 
situation, is that the questions tempt the correspondent 
to answer . The writer at tempted to fulfill in tt.e 
formulation of questions the reqUirements of these criteria . 
Under tt~se leading questions a seri es of 
S1J8gested ~ueries .. re listed . These questions use the 
woroing of the paragraph and are a deliberate attem~t to 
provoke imagery. It was felt thst the subjects if they 
gave any indicat ion of imagery (by a yes answer to the 
leading question) would be unable to express ti~ image in 
its entiret y wit hout help . \lhipple states •There will 
be a cer tain per centage of matt ers tnat he re&!ly oia 
observe clearly and to vl>.ict. he can reply accurately tta t 
will be br ought out only by questionir~ . These catters 
may have mer ely sli~ped his mind. Or he may !".ave thought 
of t hen but felt t hst they wer e unimportant . nl 
The attempt in the questioning is to recall tt~ 
thought of the paragraph to the subject ' s mind and lead 
him to f urtt.er explore and enlarge u,on the picture t.e has 
had ~resent . One might feel thst the questions would 
provoke imagery that ·~s not originally yresent . Ho"ever , 
Galton holds tbat "There is an absence of flex1bi.l1ty 
1 . Guy M. Whipple , "TI'.e Obtaining of Information: 
Psychology of Observation and Report , " The PsvcbQlogy 
Bulletin, July, 1916. Vol . 15, No . 7. 
in the "'ental l.tlager y of J:tost persons . They find that the 
first image they have acquired of any scene is ayt to 
hold its place tenaciously in s~ite of subseQuent nee~ o f 
correction. tt l 
The Questions 
Que~t1ons on Or;entBtion ParBgrsph 
I. Di d anyone see the dog? 
tell us what their dog looked like? 
How big is tt~ dog? 
What color is he? 
II . Wh:> can 
l , 
2 . 
3 . 
4 , 
5 , 
What 15 tr.e breed of the dog? (kim of) 
~bat is the color or r~s e)es? 
6 . 
7 , 
e. 
9 . 
How long is his tail? 
Is his hair shor t or long? 
Did you feel the h.lir? 
Did you smell t he dog? 
Did you touch the dog? 
I I I. Did a nyone noti ce bow the dog •~s sitting? 
A. 'liho can tell us how tr.eir dog is sitting? 
1. Is he sitting on just one ste~? 
2 . Where are his front paws? 
3 . Is l:e half layi ng do•-n? 
IV, Did anyone see the steps ? 
A. llho can tell us what the steps looked like? 
1. llr.at material are tr.ey made from? 
2 . llmt color are they? 
? ' How many steps are tber'.:'"? 
" ' ~ . ilhere is the dog on tl>e steps? (to., , .Uadle-) 
5 . Are tr~ steps steep? 
6 . Did you touch t he ' teps? 
B. Did anyone see anything near the ste;,s? ilmt? 
l . fe the steps on a pore h? 1•mt kioo? 
2 . s there a building? 
3 . Is there a yard? 
4 . Did you see anything in tr.e y&rd? 
5 . Did you hear any noi ses? 
6 . Did you sm&ll any thing? 
v. Did anyone see the ro&d? 
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V. Did anyone see the road? 
A. Who can tell us whet their road "ooks like? 
1. What kird. of a rO&.d is it? (dirt , ,..aved) 
2 . In which d irection is the road fro:o the dog ? 
3 . Did you hesr any noises from the road? 
B. Did anyone see anythillti on the road? 
l . Did you see people? 
2 . Can you QOScrib~ them? 
3 . Did you see any cars? 
4 . Did you see any colors? 
5 . Did you he~r anything? 
6 . Did you sm&ll anythillti? 
VI. Did anyone see the door? 
A. Who car. tell us v•.at tr.eir door looks like? 
1 . Wl'st kind of door is it? 
2 . What color is tee door? 
3 e Is there a curtain on your wir~ow? Color? 
4 . Is your door open or closed? 
B. Did anyone notice how tt.e dog scrateceo hU:self? 
1. Did he make any noise? 
2. I s your dog bigger standing up? 
3 . How long does he scratch himself? 
4 . Does he do anything else to himsell'? 
c . Did anyone not1ce what part of the door the 
dog scrat ched? 
1. Did you see any marks on the door? 
2 . Did your hear t he dog scratch? 
3 . What kin.d of noise did you hear? 
D. Did anyone see behind the door? 
l . Who did you see? 
2 . >lhat did you see? 
3 . Is ther e more t han one ~erson? 
4 . Who is the person? 
5 . Did you hear any noise? 
6 . Did you smell anything? 
7 . Die:! you toue b t he door? 
VII. Did anyone notice wl'.ere tl.e dog lay dO\lll? 
A. '"'ho can tell us where treir dog i s , laying? 
1. Does he go b&ck to the ste,.s? 
2 . ~·t.at part of tre porch does ho ~o to? 
3 . Does he do anything before he lo)•s do-.m? 
4 . Did you hear any noise? 
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GENERAL QUESTIONS 
1. Does the dog live here? 
2 . Did you k<.Ow the dog? 
;) . Did you l<no·• tl.e place? 
4 . Who or wmt is the dog wal ting for? 
~ . Whet time of year is it? 
6 . Whet time of day is it? 
7 . Is your picture clear or blurred? 
Questions on OUtdOOr Paragraph 
I. Did you see the boy? 
A. Will you tell me what your boy lcoked li~e? 
l. llow 1s r.e dressed? 
2 . Is he dress&d in his best c~othes? 
3 . Is he wearing • j&cket? 
4. What kind of a shirt is he vcaring? 
5 . Is he we&ring a hat? Wrat kind? 
6 . 1/bat kind of hair does ne tave? 
7 . Did you see his fuce? 
8 . 1/het color are his eyes? 
9 . Did you touch the boy? 
II. Did you see the roac? 
A. Will you tell ~e whet your road was like? 
1. Vha t kind of road? 
2 . Is tr.e road st.;.dy? 
3 . Is there anyone else on the road? 
4 . Is t here anyttu.ng on the r oadJ 
5 . Can you tell ne about the other things you 
see? 
6 . Did you hear any sounds? 
7 . Did you s:r.ell anything? 
8. Did you touch anything? 
III . Did you notice ho• the boy •·as Wlilking? 
A. 11111 you de;cr1be for me r~w he walked? 
1. Does he stop? 
2 . Is he a slow •'llll<er? 
3 . Where a r e his hands? 
4 . Does he make any noise? 
5 . ''here is he going? 
IV . Did you notice what kinu of a tiay it is? 
A. Will you tell me wbe.t tt..e day is lbe? 
1 . Where did you s~e tl.e sun? 
2 . where is the sun i n relation to your boy? 
:3 . What time of ;-ear is it? 
4 . 1/mt t11.e of day is it? 
s. Ar e t here any clouds? w1at kind ? 
6 . Did you feel anything? 
7 . Did you smell anything? 
v. Did you see the piece of gruss? 
A. \I ill 
l. 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
you oesc r ibe it for me? 
l'bw long 1s it? 
\/here was this grass growing? 
Is this t:.e kind of grass that might 
a yard? 
1/hat color is t r.e gr&ss? 
Did you smell the grass? 
Did you taste the grass? 
gro'< in 
VI . Did you notice him put the grass bet~een his teeth? 
A, Wi ll you lell me how he does this? 
l. How n:uch of the gr&ss does t.e put in his 
mouth? 
2 . Does your boy eat tr.e grass? 
3 . Did you taste the grass? 
4 . Di d you sEell the grass? 
s . Did you feel tr.e grass? 
6 . Di d you hear any souno.s? 
B. Did you notice the boy ' s teeth? 
1 . Ar e t hey nice teeth? 
VII. Did you see the f i eld? 
A. \I ill 
1 . 
2 . 
o. 
4. 
you describe the field? 
How big is the field? 
On whic~ sioe of the road do you see it? 
Is there anything in the fie.<d? \Hat 
Is there ar.yone in the field? liho? 
VIII . Did you see the pond? 
A. \/ill 
l. 
2. 
o. 
4 . 
s. 
you describe the pond? 
How far away is the pond ~rom the road? 
Is there anything near tl'.e pond? 'lil'at? 
Did you se9 anything beyonc U.e pond? 
Is till> wa ter nice? 
toes th~ land slope do~m to•11rds t he pond? 
1.8 
IX. Did you see the fence? 
A. 'lill 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
you describe the fence? 
llmt ki!'¥1 of a fence is 
How high is the fence? 
Is t.~s a new fence? 
Did you fe~l the fence? 
it? 
X. Did you notice how the boy Jumped the fer.ce? 
A . Will you tell me how he does i t? 
XI . Did you notice how tee boy went acrowa tne field? 
A. ~n you tell me how? 
1. Is he waldng? 
2 . Is he in a hurry 
:3 . In which direction does he go? 
XII . Did you see t t~ grass and flowers in the field? 
A. li1l~ you describe tr.em? 
1. How high is the grass in the field? 
2 . 1/het color is the grass? 
3 . Is it thick grass? 
4. 1/hi t kind of flo~;ers are growing? 
5. Ar e there many flowers? 
6 . Whet color ar e the flo•ers? 
7. Did you smell the flo>ers? 
8 . Did you hear any noises? 
XIII . Did you see the flower the boy smelled? 
A. Will you describe it? 
1 . Whet color is it? 
2 . What stape 1• it? 
3. Does he bend over to smell it? 
4 . Did you smell the flower? 
XIV. Did you notice how he smell ed the flower? 
A. Will you tell me bow he does it? 
1 . Does he pick the flower? 
2 . Does it take him long to smell it? 
3 . \ll8.t does he do with the flower? 
X:V . Did you not1c~ him ru..ning? 
A. In which direction does he go? 
XVI. Did you notice »tat »as in the grass? 
.t. Will you describe it? 
l. ~hat color was it? 
2. !low blg "as it? 
3. Did it move? 
4 . Does it make a noise? 
5. Did you smell it? 
G. Bow does your boy feel? 
XVII . Did you see where the boy went? 
A. W1l! you tell me where he ~<ent? 
l. I n which direction does he go? 
2 . Does he go back do"-n the r ead? 
3 . Does he go towards the pond? 
4 . Can you describe the ?lace he goes to? 
GENERAL QIJESTIOIIS 
l . Did you know the boy? 
2. Did you know the place? 
3 . ~as your pic ture clear or blurred? 
4. Did you see more &f ter 1/e talked or aio you 
see more when you read? 
Questions on tndoor Paragraph 
I. Did you see tr~ girl ? 
A. ~ill 
l. 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
s. 
G. 
7 . 
a. 
you tel l me what your &irl looked like? 
Ho» is your girl dressed? 
Is ste dressed in her best clothes? 
lihat kind or dress? 
lll'at kind of heir? Color? Style? 
~hat color are her e:.,-es? 
Did you see her face? 
Does she have anything in ller hair? 
Di<l you touch the girl? Her dress? 
II . Did you notice what the girl ·•as doing? 
A. will 
l. 
2 . 
you tell me whet sha is doing? 
>'hat is she reading? 
\/rat is she looking for? 
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3 . Does she like whet she is doing? 
4 . Did you see any pictures or writir~ in the 
book? (newspaper, funnie s , scrapbook) 
:; . 1iere tr.ese ,.ictures colored.? 
III . Did you see tte room? 
A. Will you describe tte roo~:~? 
1. What kind of roo:ll? 
2. Is the room in a bouse? 
3 . Did you see any chairs? Number? Kind? Vhere? 
4 . Die! you sea any tables? !lumber? Kind? Where ? 
5 . 'ihere are the windows? 
6 . !!ow big is the room? 
7 . Did you notice the rug? Color? 
8. \!here is the girl in the room? 
IV . Did you see the clock? 
A. Will you describe the c l ock? 
1. Wmt kind of clock is it? 
2 . Did you hear the clock? 
V. Did you s ee the animal? 
A. Will you describe the animal? Kind? 
1. Is it small? 
2 . Wbat col or is it? 
3 . wmt is the animal doing? 
4 . Is t hl.s the girl ' s pet? 
VI . Did you notice her touch the animal? 
A. How does she do thl.s? 
1. Does sr.e lean down to touch 1\ilr.? 
2 . Does the animal move when she touches it? 
3 . Does it make any noise? 
4 . Does the girl ' s hand move on the ani;::al 
5 . Di d you touch the animal? Fee ling? 
6 . Di d you s .. ell the animal? 
VII . Did you hear the clock strike? 
A . can you descr . be the sound it make s? 
1 . Where i s the clock in t he room? 
2 . Did you s e e the time? 
3 . Did you count to fin<! the time? 
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VIII . Did you notice the girl look up when the clock struck? 
A. Can you tell me a ~out her face? 
l. Bow does she feel a bout what she is cloing? 
2 . Does the time cake her nervous? 
3 . Did you see more of her face wben sl-.e 
looked up? 
IX. Did you notice r.ow the g irl turned the pages? 
1 . Can you describe her actions for m~? 
1. How is she sit ting? 
2 . Where is she sitting? 
3 . Does she use both hands? flo••? 
4 . Did you hear nny noise? 
5 . Did you touch the pages? 
X. Did you notice the girl jump Up? 
A. Can you tell me how sr~ does this? 
1. Does she push herself up? 
2 . Wha t ha;pens to r~r book (etc . )? 
3 . Did you hear any noise? 
XI . Dio you notice the girl cross the r oom? 
A. Can you tall in which direction she goes? 
1 . Do you see more of t he room as the girl 
crosses it? 
2 . Wrat else do you see i n t he r oon? 
XII. Did you see t he window? 
A. Will you describe it for me? 
1. What size is the windo>·? 
:0 . Are t here curtains on tr.e window? 
:; . Whe.t «ind of curtains? 
4 . 1/hat color curtains? 
5. Does she push the curtd .• s aside to look out? 
6 . Did you hear any sounds? 
7 . Did you feel the curtains? \Iindow •lass? 
XIII . Did you see out t he window? 
A. Wi ll 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
you describe what you saw? 
lihe t kind of day is it? 
Are there any trees? 
Is t bere a yard? 
Are there tlo~ers? Colors? 
5. Did you see any people? 
6 . Did you see a street? 
XIV . Did you see the table? 
A. Will you describe it for me? 
1 . What size is t he table? 
2 . Is t nere anyth111(; on the tabJ.e? 
3 . Where i s tbttable in the r oom? 
XV . Did you see the scissors? 
A. Will you describe t rA scissors? 
l . \!hat size were tt.e sci.;sors? 
2 . Wre t color? 
3 . Did you touch the scissors? Feeling? 
XVI. Did you notice what the girl di<i with t he scissors? 
A. Will you describe for me wl&t she did? 
GENERAL QUESTIONS 
l . Did you know the girl? 
2. Did you know the room? 
3 . ~1as your picture clear or blurred ? 
4. Did you see more after 
"" 
talked or dici you 
see more "hen you read? 
~ethod of Procedure 
The orientation paragraph -.-ss duplicated aoo 
a c opy given to each case . Before t he silent rea<iins of 
this paragraph the examiner explained the purJiOSe of ti.e 
reading , wret imagery means and gave a fe• ex&myles of 
the kinds of pictures peo,.le might see . The examir.er 
stressed that every picture is corrPct and trat tr.ere 
vere no "wrong n answers . The paragravh ~as tt~n read 
silently allowing time until all were finished . The 
papers were placed face down by each "erson when ttJey 
finished reacing. An oral discussion w&s conaucted with 
the gro~p as & whole on their victures following the 
Question sheet . The people were asked to indicate« yes 
answer to the leacing q~stions by a srow of nsno.s . At 
random people were selected to give ttJeir ~icture . Three 
people per QUestion or picture were calleu on to relate 
vhat they sa11. The differences in the ind i vio.ua l 
~ictures were noted . Tte exawiner carefully poir.teo out 
that each and every picture r elated was correct as m~ntal 
pictures belong to t~~ individual person and will not be 
the same. 
After all the pictures were diocussed it was 
explaineo. that each person was to do the s=e trJ.ng 
alone with ~he examiner after reading different 
selections . The value of this orientation was 
tremendous as it saved i ndividual explanation and 
preparea each of the subjects to reao. t :<e paragraphs for 
the purpose of imagery. 
The techni~ue used for collecting data wa3 the 
informal, oral 1nterv1e"' . Esch subJect reao t r .. e 
paragraph silently, gave any unaided 1ttages au:! tr~n 
gave replies to the basic questions . The examiner 
followed the lead of the subJect in e&cL case where 
images not covered on the question sheet were rei&ted . 
All le~din• QUestions on the possibly yresent images 
.,, 
-
,. __ _ 
were asked. If t he answer to the leao.ing question was 
affirmative, detailed questioning ·.as undertaken. If the 
answer to the leading question was negative, no further 
quest ions on that picture were given. 
The subjects of the experiment consisted of 
thirty-two children in grade five . The children were 
selected at r andom irrespective of reading ability or 
chronological age . Eighteen boys ana fourteen girls were 
interviewed . 
The interviewing ~~s done in t wo sittings per 
case , one for the outdoor and one for the i ndoor paragraph. 
The average time for each sitting was one hour . 
The responses were r ecorded in detail by the 
examiner us ing a question-answer form. T!".e ac t ual 
r esponses were taken in short hand and later transcribed for 
analysis. It was f elt that this method only would give a 
true picture of the total image as r elated by each child. 
Method of Scoring 
The method of scoring the responses to the 
questions was decided upon after all the responses of all 
the cases had been appraised. No credit was given for 
mere r epetition of t he material in t he paragr aphs even if 
this r epetition was preceded by "I saw• , •I smell• , •I 
t aste•, etc . To qualify for scoring a r esvonse had to 
include some description or elaborat ion on the image 
present ed in t he content or added by the reader . The number 
of possibly present images (e . g. t he eonten~ matter of the 
paragraphs arbitrarily marked of into individua l pictures) 
was decided. These possible images number twenty-one for 
the outdoor paragraph and twenty for the in<ioor paragrliph. 
The questions were built around these images and the 
scoring also centers around these images allowing , however , 
for all added pictures not contained in t he content of the 
paragraph. It 1s in t rds area , t he filling out of the 
pict ures jl'esented by the author , tbit the distinguishing 
features of rich imagery lies . 
To tabulate the number and t y,e of each image 
repor ted a score of one was given for each elaboration on 
the image. Since within the framellork of a central image 
different t ypes of imagery appear , a score of one was 
given for each type of iucgery in its respective category. 
To serve as an example of the manner of scoring an 
acceptable r esponse and score is included here . 
RESPONSE: (road, paragraph l ) 
There's tall grass on either side of the road . 
Dirt road . There is a car , an old ear wit h 
a man in 1 t . A young man and a brown dog in 
the back of the car . 
SCORE: 
Visual Imasery 
1 for grliss 
1 for dirt road 
1 for car 
l for man 
1 for dog 
6 points tor visua l imagery 
'-'6 
·-
Color Imagery 
1 for black car 
1 for brown do& 
2 for color ~gery 
It is interesting to note btre that the car, ~n 
and doa are all consistent vltb tbt setting of the 
paraarapb but extraneous to tbt content. llo mention of tbtse 
three items appear in the paragraph, 1t is here that the 
neceaaity or giving a score to each elaboration became 
ap.-rent, 8y giving a score of one for each item recoraed 
a spread or scores inaicated thos vt~ dlayl•yed r ict 
imacery in res~ective categoriea by tillir4 out their 
pictures with the inclusion ot ~eople, objects and scenery 
not containea in tt~ content :.atter of t.bt i)&rhgra,h. Also, 
this metho<! ot scoring gives an op)o<>rtunHy to tt.ose ci:.il<iren 
vho, in relating a visual 1maie on a central picture, note 
ten or more details in thet image as opposed to tnose 
children who might onl.y report two or three details to 
receive recognition of their higher degree or amount of 
imaaery. In effect each main i~ge vas broken down into 
its component ports and a score of one liven for each part 
or individual response relatir• to t he vl.ole image, 
The cr1 teria used to determin~ tt.e ty,.e or 1z.o.gery 
and whether the specific ty)>e vas actually ~ruent in tile 
subject is as follows : 
1. VU!lll lmuery - all i~:t~ges tt• children nid they 
saw when 1ome descri!'tion ot the contents or tl• ima&e wes 
•>• 
-
given. 
2 . ~uditQIY Ima&ery - all i~ges the children sa id 
they heard wnen a description of the soWJd heard ~'as given. 
3. Gu§tAtory Imagery - all i~ges the children said 
they tasted when a description of tl~ taste was given. 
~ - OlfactorY Ima&erY - all images the children said 
they smelled when a description of tt~ s~ell was given. 
5. Tactile Imagery - all images the children said they 
touc hed or felt when a aescription of the feeling of the 
thing touc hed was given. 
6 . Color ImagerY - all images tna.t were colored by the 
use of color words or words suc h as light , dark, etc . 
7 . Motor Imager:,: - all imagery thet showed in the 
relating a consciousness of motion or action. 
8 . Ti me !magery - all images specifying time whether 
it be definite clock time, estimate of time of ~orning or 
afternoon, time of year (summer, fall, winter, spring) . 
9. Kinaesthetic Imagery - all images where tr.e children 
said t hey felt as 1f they were doing the action and gave 
a description of the muscular sensation of such doing . 
10. Emotion - this was analysed in relation to the 
reader ex~ressing a perception of the emotions of the 
character in the paragraph. 
To fUrther acquaint the reader with acceptable 
responses in each of t he imageric types a sample response 
for each ty!)e 19 included here . All these resiJ()nses are 
are taken f r om those given on the outdoor paragraph. 
VisuaJ. 
fence - it ' s a pipe fence, made of i r on, old fence . 
(Score 3) 
Audit on 
boy walking - swishing noise as boy walks through grass . 
I hear it. You know like when you wall< through grass tlllt 
is up to here (shoulders) . It makes a noise- it swishes -
like a skirt . (Score 1) 
Gustat orY 
grass - it ' s Juicy - not real wot but Juicy from the 
inside . I can taste it. (Score 1) 
Olfactory 
f l ower - s~ells like perfume - sweet and clean. 
(Score 1) 
Tactile 
fence - it ' s smoot h. 
Run your lllnd on it and i t 
Color 
I can touch it and it's smooth. 
doesn't pr ick - very smooth. 
(Score 1) 
road • I see a rouse on t he side - a 11hite house llitb 
a purple door - shingled roof - a porch - white fence -
r ed flowers , tulips and r oses . 
Motor 
f l ower - pi cks flower 
ground and steps on it. 
~ 
(Score 4) (Score 6 for visual ) 
to smell it ••••• throws it on (Score 3) 
day - Sun is i n east - early i n morning . 
(Score 1) 
K!na§stheti£ 
field 1 I look down on the field . I have to bend over to see it. 
FAAotion 
something 
to~-aras pond. 
(Score 1) 
in grass - ••••• he is afraid of it and runs 
(Score 1 
(Score 1 
(Score 1~ for visual 
for motor 
• 
ANALYSIS. OF DATA 
.. 
CHAPTER IV 
AJIALYSIS OF TEE DATA 
The purpose of this investigation was to study 
mental imagery in children through detailed questioning. The 
data was analysed to discover the amount of imagery 
possessed by children, the difference in the amount of 
imagery possessed by boys and girls, the types of imagery 
possessed, the difference in the amount of the types of 
imagery, the differences in the a~ount and types of imagery 
in an outdoor and indoor setting and the effect of questioning 
on imagery. 
In appraising the data many methods of scoring 
and tabulating were tried before the method of scoring 
described above was decided upon. It ~as obvious from the 
beginning that any standard measure of attainment pre-
.conceived by the author would net sUit the purpcses of this 
study. Imagery is a personal process which, as yet, is 
unbounded by rules for specific content and response . In 
all studies the assumption that the subject is telling the 
truth must be made . In this study it is the author's 
opinion that every child cooperated fully and 6.t all times 
tried to tho best of his ability to relate truthfully the 
imagery accompanying tho reading. Proceeding on this 
assumption all metbods of scoring used ex;erimentally 
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failed to distinguish bet~<een the child with high imagery 
and one with imagery in a lesser degree. To give the 
children high in imagery the benefit of the scoring the 
system described ~'&S used. All the computation on the 
tables, except where noted, is based on the tabulation of 
the data according to the aforementioned system. 
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TABLE I 
Analysis of Amount of Imagery Reported 
Total No . Number Total No. Mean 
of Cases ~~porting ot Images 
Boys 18 18 1418 78. 8 
Girls 14 14 1~3 88.8 
The total number of images reyorted by the 32 
cases is 2661. 
The number of pictures presented in the content of 
the paragraphs to provoke imagery is 41. This figure 
.. 
assumes one description or elaboration only on e~ch picture 
presented. It is impossible to predict tt~ direction of 
a flow of imagery in individuals. For ttis reason tt~ figure 
41 is considered only as a basis for a comparison with the 
number of total 1n:ages reported. If each individual case 
reported one image or elaboration on each of the 41 pictures 
presented in content, the total a~ount of imagery ~ould be 
1, 312 images. Every case did not report imagery on each 
possible image but built up a high total score by filling 
out their pictures ~th additions to the image as presented 
by the author . The mean number of images for the 32 cases 
is approximately one half more tr~n the number of pictures 
presented. 
The boy subjects and girl subjects interviewed 
displayed a co~parable amount of imsgery •ith a difference 
of only ten points between the mean scores for boys and 
girls. There were four core boy cases than girl cases 
interviewed. The boys, therefore, have a slightly larger 
nuz:tber of total images reported . The girls, however, !'ave 
a higher mean score. The highest individual scores were 
recorded for girls . The greatest number of i=ages was 
reported by a girl (Case I 22) . For individual total scores 
see tr~ Appendix , Tables Vll and Vlll . 
The a~ount of imagery of t his particular group 
of children is good. Tt~ awareness of mental imagery was 
new to them. Some of the children, particUlarl y those 
rich in imsger y, confided that tt~y felt they should not 
have pictures when they read . The rich irr.agery tllit lay 
dormant in the minds of these chi ldren was exposed by the 
Questioni ng. Both boys and girls displ.eyed a capacity for 
~agery i n varying degrees . There was no great difference 
in the amount or imagery r eported by either sex. 
TABLE II 
Percent of Subjects Repor ting Presence of Each Type of 
Imagery 
¢2 Cases 
OUTDOOR UllOOR 
Types or tNo . Reporting Percent l.o . Reporting Percen 
Imagery Imagery Imagery 
V1 sn•1 
"" 
100 32 100 
Auditor v 11\ o;n 19 59. 4 
Gustator v 5 15 6 0 0 
Olfectorv 
" 
9~4 1 " ~ 1 
Tactile 7 21 9 12 37 :-
Color 32 100 32 100 
Mnto,. 31 96 9 ¢ 0 93. 8 
I~· P.4 75 18 56 . 3 I 
Kina~·••~•ic 
" 
9 4 4 1 ~ c; 
I li'mn>inn 17 53 1 6 1B. 8 
In the constr ucti on of this table the number of times any one 
t ype of image appeared ~~• not considered. If any one type 
appeared once in an individual subject, that subject ~as 
counted as baving bad tba t type of ilr.agery . 
Visual imagery was found present in l~ of the 
cases interviewed. Color imagery was also present in ell 
subjects . The color imagery in every case was definite and 
associated with a concrete object . The words ligt~ and oark 
were counted as color. In reference to questions on the 
day and t he weather the only color reference in any subject 
on either paragraph was a blue sl<y and white clouds . These 
two responses wer e not counted as color imagery as they were 
consider ed t oo common and indicated merely a descri~tion of 
the time of year. They were counted as an elaboration on 
time imagery as a perception of the weatrer peculiar to 
spring and summer . Vavle considered color as an attribute 
of t he sense images. In this study color imagery is defined 
separately to show the percentage of subJects possessing i t 
It has been stated above and i s recognbed by the author 
that color i s , i n every case where present, an integral part 
of the visual image primarily and of other sense images 1n 
lesser degree . None of t he childr en felt tteir pictures 
were colored as a whole but picked up color in description 
of animate and inanimate things. In the f ir.al analysis of 
the color image it must be granted that in every subJect 
t he color 1magery did aypear as en attribute or characteristic 
of t he visual image particularl y and in some cases of the 
other sense images. 
The motor image ranks third in tbe percentage 
of cases in which 1 t appears on both paragraphs . llere again, 
the motor image taken t o mean a consciousness of action or 
movement in the pict ure i s f ound primarily in the visual 
i~~~ace and is an attribute of such imagery. In analysing t be 
data for the motor image a description of the action was 
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required . To describe an action one must first see it 
perfor med , To see it performed one must be conscious of 
the movement , Motor inagery was defined separately to show 
the percentage of subjects including it in tteir imagery. 
Time imagery ranks third on the outdoor paragraph 
and fourth on the indoor par agraph. Time imagery is found 
in over helf the cases in each paragraph. Since time 
imagery was counted as present when the subject indicated 
definite clock time, generali zations of morning, afternoon 
or time of year , the opportunity for such imagery was 
present ed more on the outdoor paragraph. The author feels 
the presence of a clock in the content of t he indoor 
paragraph limit ed the time iuagery on this selection 
although generalizations of morning and afternoon were made , 
In every case t he children associated the action of the 
paragraph with the pr esent day and not with the past . All 
time images were consistent with the time setti ng of the 
outdoor paragraph. On the indoor paragraph any tilr.e response 
was consistent as no inaication of time of aay or year were 
given in the content , 
Auditor y images were present in ap?roxiuately the 
same degree in both paragraphs, Tt~ auditory iu~ges were all 
consistent with the setting of the paragraphs . On the indoor 
paragraph this imegery was found in responses to questions 
on the clock and a~l. A response of "tick tock" for 
the sound of the clock ~~• not acceptable as t tese words are 
•> 
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a repetition of the paragraph. Responses indicating the 
sound of the striking of the clock were acceptable . Any 
sounds reported tl~t were not presented in the content of 
the paragraph "ere counted . On the outdoor paragraph the 
most frequently reported sounds were the rustling of grass , 
singing of birds and tho voice of the boy. 
In the sense areas as hos been sho\ltl visual i.c:agery 
fo.r exceeds all other types. Auditory imagery ranks second 
and in their respective order come Tactile, Gustatory , 
Olfactory and Kinaesthetic imagery. In some minos Tactile 
and Kinaesthetic imagery may overlay but here the distinction 
is made thot Tactile includes imagery "'i>.ere the ch1loren 
say they touch something in t he picture and oescribe the 
sensation or feeling of the ttdng touched. Kinaestr.etic 
imagery includes statements by the children tnat tr~y are 
doing the action and describe t he muscular movement of such 
doing . These ty_;;es of imagery ~<ere separate from any other 
types and did not in any subject fuse with another ty.,e . 
Color appeared in a f ew cases as an attribute of these 
sense images . All of the minor sen~e images "ere brought 
out only by detailed Questioning, none "ere reported 
spontaneously. As a rule those children rieL in visual 
imagery also possessed the faculty for these tyyes of images 
in a greater degree t han the children storing lo~ in visual 
imagery. On Tables VII and VIII in tha Apyend1x the totals 
for each type of imagery found in each subject are given. 
Images of ecotion were regar~ed as the perception 
of the emotions of the eblraeters in the paragraphs by the 
reader, On the outdoor par~graph two emotional images of 
the boy ~ere given, one at the beginning and one at t~~ 
end. The two opportunities for pereeivir~ emotion were 
provided for in the paragraph and would account for the 
greater number of emotion images on this paragr&ph. At 
the beginning the emotion reported was generally happiness, 
at the end emotions of fear, excitement and desire. On the 
indoor paragraph the opportunity for perceiving emotion was 
not as great and was concerned in all eases with the girl's 
attitude towards rer situation. 
Visual imagery is found in 100% of t~~ cases and 
is generally accompanied by color and motor ~ages. These 
three followed by images of time and. audition make up the 
greatest part of total mental imagery in tre 32 coses 
studied, The other 1mageric types are infrequent in 
occurence. It is recognized that images of color and 
motor are attributes of the total visual image. 
TABLE III 
Analysis of Tyyes of Imagery Reported 
The total number of visual images reported fer 
outstrips any other type of imagery found present . More 
ttsn half the images in each case are visual . No other 
type of imagery approaches the faculty of visualization. In 
children the sense of sight is the most highly developed 
faculty, This faculty fulfills their needs for remembering 
and they are sensitized to its use . From the number of 
visual images found present it i s obvious that observation 
of the surroundings of the central object of attention 
also demands vis~lizat1on. In every case the possibly 
present image as presented in the paragraph •~• elaborated 
upon and the pi cture filled out by the addition of peo~le , 
animals , scenery and other objects . The visual imagery on 
the added icages was as vivid as on the image evoked by 
the content of the paragraph$ . In no case "'s any 
inconsist ency with the t ho118ht or sett.ing of the par11.gre.phs 
repor ted in t he added image . All added l.lt8.ges fit into the 
fruewor k of the paragraphs . The r elevance of the added 
images to the paragraph is not known. It would seem the 
relevance would depend upon the need of the individual to 
have a complete mental picture of the setting, character or 
action in order to remember them for f uture use. 
Of all the possible 1mages in tr~ selections those 
t hat provoked the gr ea t est nUillber of visual l.lt8.ges were the 
boy, t he girl, the r oad , the fence, the field, the animal, 
t he room and the clock . Al l of t hese are concrete objects . 
The physical descriptions of the two characters vere rich 
in visual i Jt&gery . The children wit h hillh scores gave 
detailed descriptions of the r oom and the r oad in many 
cases adding people to their pic t ures as well as scenery 
and appointments . Visual i mager y is present in the 
greatest measure when the sti mulus is a picture word or 
phrase easily f r amed in the mind . The imagery on tl:e 
picture or stimulus word is generally accompanied by 
i mages added by t he reader • 
Images of color and action appear in conjunction 
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with the visual illlage. The frequency of these images in 
relation to the visual image is slight. In:ages of color 
in all eases interviewed were present in the visual image 
of a concrete object and were used to describe that object . 
The colors were varied and r~nged from pastels to brilliant 
hues. Both boys and girls questioned dressed the boy of 
paragraph one in bright colors and the girl in paragraph 
two in light shades and pastels. There was a variety of 
color in the responses of each child , In no case did the 
various colors conflict but rather were complementary to 
one another and were those usually combined in dress and 
room decorations . 
The motor images were brought out under questioning 
and occurred when the stimulus \laS present in the 
~aragraph e . g. be pulls, boy jumps, Jumping up, picks up 
scissors. The motor image usually consisted of one 
elaboration describi ng the action and in some cases a 
demonstration by the child of the action as he saw it , 
All other types of imagery are insignificant in 
appearance, Where reported they were overshadowed by t he 
complete visual iE~gery of the subject and their pr esence 
was brought out only by detailed questioning. 
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TABLE IV 
Analysis of Outdoor Imagery Versus Indoor Imagery 
..2.!liPpM. I: 
of Types I;,u• D. NumhP.~ D. 
Vi•n.ol 1109 I 72 7S8 88.9 
.... 31 2 30 2 . 7 
QustAtorv '\ ~ :>. n n 
mr.~torv 3 . 2 1 . 09 
T •+n. A ~'~ 1:\ 1 ~ !> 
Color 206 13 176 15. 8 
Motor 1 :0.7 A.A !'11. A.:>. 
Ti.tne :?.6 1 7 20 1.8 
Kinaesthetic 3 . 2 8 7 
lA 1 "' R ~"' 
Total 1546 56 1 1115 41.5 
In a comparison of the types of imagery and 
the frequency of oeourenee of each type on each 
paragraph it is evident till.t on the thirty-two cases 
interviewed no great disparity in the presence of 
the various types existed. If a ty~e ~as low in 
number on the outdoor setting it was also ~ow on the 
indoor paragraph. The percentage or times an image 
type occurs in one paragraph is comparable to its 
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appear&nce on the other paragraph. 
Vlsual imagery vas the aoat rrequ•nt tne reportee 
on either paragr .. pb witb 7a or t he total nuo:b~r of ill8ges 
on the outdoor paragrapb and 68 .~ of tt• t otal nwober of 
il>:agu on the indoor paragraph beinc v1aual in nature . 
Gustatory imagery vas non•xistent on tbe indoor 
paraaraph. Tbe construction of th1s paragr aph was weak in 
provoking t h1s type of i magery and allowed no opport unity 
f or thou cues who displayed the ~resence or trois type of 
imagery on tbe outdoor .,aragraph to do so oo the indoor 
paracra,;>h. 
Both paragra pt-.s evolc•d a cosparable amour.t of' 
taacer y . Ther e is no preponder ance or on~ type of i~gery 
in either paragr aph. In this particular croup of et.1ldreo 
t he difference in an outdoor and indoor setting did not 
affect t he imagery . The outdoor paracraph provoKed a 
sligt~ly higher percent of imagery in the total i magery 
r epor t ed and in the different ty~es of i magery with the 
exception or tac tile ana kinaesthetic imagery. This las t is 
due perhep1 t o the fact ttet in the indoor 1-aragrapb the 
worc11n& aay1 the girl picks up the aci11or•. This would 
allow ror the two types to be re~orted more reaoily by a 
•ubJect who possessed t hese t ypaa or iaacery. 
The Effect of Questioning on Imagery 
The questions asked on each selection proved 
efficient in br i nging out imagery that was not re;orted 
spontaneously . Eae h enild "Was given the opportunity to 
relate his imagery before questioning began. The i magery 
reported spontaneously ~as not ineluaed in the scoring but 
a tabulation of the number of cases tr4t gave unaioed imagery 
on each possible image was made . A comparison of tne 
number of eases that reported unaideo imagery was made with 
tle number of eases t !~t reloted imagery under ~uestioning on 
each of the possible images. Tables V and VI show the 
comparison of the percent of eases reporting spontaneous 
imagery on each poss~ble image and tt~ percent of cases 
reporting imagery under questioning on the same image. 
The spontar:eous imagery was that imagery 
r eported by the child in answer to the questions : 
1. Did you see any pic tures as you read? 
If t te answer was •res•, the question •as put 
2. ~111 you tell me about your pictures? 
In the construction of these tables a score of one 
was given for an image on each possible image in the 
paragraph even though the total image on tl'at possible 
image mig ht include more then one type of imagery or more 
than one image of the same type. 
TABLE V 
Comparison of the Percent of Cases Reporting Spontaneous and 
Questioned Imagery on Each Possible Image Contained in the 
Outdoor Paragr aph 
Spontaneous Questioning 
Possible Imue llo. Percent lin 
1. The boy 16 50 32 100 ~ · walks slo'l<ly 12 37 .5 26 81.3 ~: down t he road . 11 81. 3 30 93. 8 It is a ...arm, spring day . 5 15, 6 31 96. 9 
5. l'.e pulls 3 9.4 30 93, 8 ~· a new piece of grass 7 21.9 23 71. 9 ~: out of t he ground and 3 9 .4 26 81.3 sticks it between P~S teeth, 3 9 .4 25 78, 1 19. Across t he field 6 18,8 32 100 10. a pond spar kles in the sun, 7 21. 9 25 78, 1 
1 . The boy jumps 5 15, 6 20 62. 5 
2 . over a fence and 8 25 30 93, 8 
13. starts across the field 4 12,5 15 46. 9 
14. of high grass and flower s . . 6 18.8 20 62. 5 
f15. He stops and 7 21 ,9 19 59.4 
16. smells a flower. 7 21.9 19 59.4 
7 , !low be begins to run. 4 12.5 20 62. 5 
~6 ...... there is something in 
the grass 2 6 . 3 15 46 , 9 
9 . With a dash 2 6 .3 10 31.3 ~~ · the boy i s gone 2 6 . 3 20 62,5 ~1 . and all is still , 0 0 0 0 
Total !lumber of Cases - 32 
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':'ABL!! VI 
Co~&par1son of the Percent of Cases Reportll.g Spont.Bneous and 
~uest1oned Imagery on Each Possible Image Contained in the 
Indoor Paragraph 
Possible Imaae 
Spontaneous 
llo . Percent 
~oueationioc 
No . P"rcent 
1 . The girl 7 21.9 31 96. 9 
e. 1s busy 6 18.8 1:> 46. 9 
21 . at her \.·ork . 16 :>0 17 53. 1 
4. Only tl:e crackle or pepn 0 0 1 3. 1 
as she turns the pee•• 
:>. one t he tick tock or the 14 43.8 ~0 62. :> 
clock 
6 . break the silence of 0 0 0 0 
7 . t he quiet r oom. :> lS.6 30 93.8 
8 . She lays her hand 2 6.3 8 18.8 
9 . one tl'.e he&d of tho small 18 :>6.3 ';.7 84 .4 
al1Ua l 
10. near her. 0 0 7 21.9 
ll . The clock striku the hour 6 18.8 16 :>0 
12. The girl looks up . l 21 . 1 7 21 .9 
13. She rests against the cbei :> 1S.6 10 31.3 
14 . and turns page after page 0 0 3 9.4 
quickly . 
lS. JUlOpir~ up 1 3.1 8 ';.:> 
16. tle girl crosses tbe roo11 •. 4 l2. S 11 34 .4 
17. looks out t he window. 8 25 eo 62. 5 
18. She picks up a scissors 5 1:1.6 21! 68.8 
19. from tr,e table 2 6 .3 'i;7 84.4 
20. and returns to ~ork . 3 9.4 12 37. 5 
Total !lumber of Casea - 32 
The QW!at1on1e& brought out 1.1:;.acerr on eact image 
from a greater o-rcentece of eases than oiapla).O imlcery 
apontaneously . 'ho QUtationing enabl·~ those ,eople with 
little verbal facility to rfceive aid in expr,.ssir~ thet r 
ilr.agery. "\lavle showed in her study that the picture first 
formed in the mind or t he reader changes little under 
interrogation. Imacery il constant a~ Francia C•lton 
• 
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holds t hat there is an absence of flexibility in imagery. 
The questions succeeded in focusing the subject 's attention 
on the minor points of the image and bringing out the 
finer det ails of the whole image. Pictures the c nild mignt 
hsve felt unimportant or not connected to the content of the 
paragraph were produced after questioning. The reaction or 
the children to the qu•stloning was core favorable than to 
the request to tell whst you see. From the comparison of the 
percent of cases relating imagery on the different ~ossible 
images after ~uestioning to t hose rela ting i~gery on ~t~ 
possible i~ges spontaneously, it would seem thst detailed 
questioning is an efficient method of probing the de~ths of 
the mental imagery of children. 
The answers to t he general questions at the end of 
the question form prod~ced tt~ follo~ing information from 
t he children. 
1. Eleven children recognized the place on tt~ outdoor 
paragraph and named the location of the place . Six chilc1ren 
did t he same on the indoor paragraph, 
2. Two children recognized the person and identified 
him by name on the outdoor paragraph. Two chilaren did the 
same on the indoor paragraph. 
3. All the children felt their picture on the outaoor 
pkragraph was clear . Sixteen chilaren felt their ,,1cture on 
the indoor paragravb was clear. six children felt their 
pic ture was blurred and one re>orted a mixture of the two. 
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The answers to the question concerning imagery 
before and after reading proved confusing to the children 
and their responses were not consistent with the imagery 
already given. For this reason no results of this question 
are included . 
Individual scores tor each case for the total 
amount of imagery and the uount of imagery of each type 
together with sa.~ple responses are included in the Appenaix . 
<Hi 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The general problem undertaken in this -.,ork was 
t he study of =ental itnagery through detailo<l quest1oning 
with the objective of discovering the amount and types of 
1•1l8gery possessed by children. 
Two paragraphs constructea by the nuthor were 
r ead by thirty-two ctdldren in gr&de five . The ~aragra~hs 
had r espectively an outdoor and i ndoor setting. Before the 
indivio.ual reading of thsse two par agraphs an orientation 
paragraph, s imilar in construction, was read silently by 
the group as a whole and detailed ~uestioni~g on any 
imagery present conducted with the group orally. The 
reading of the two paragraphs was done i ndi viduaily in two 
sittings, one for the indoor and one for t he outdoor 
sel ec tion. The r eading was si lent . The dat a on ioagery 
was collected by means of an oral interview between the 
examiner and child . Detailed questions on each possibly 
present image were pr epared and used as the basis for the 
interview. All imagery reported by a c hilo vas recorded . 
All imagery r eported but not covered by the questions ..,as 
follo..,ed up by the examiner with questions similar in 
construction to those on the question sheet . 
The data was collected and the tabu4 t1ng and 
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scoring done as oojectively as possible. The findings of 
t his study as to the types of imagery possessed and the 
frequency or occurence of those types correlate with the 
findings of others concerned with the subject . It is felt 
that this fact justifies the method of procedure and method 
of analysing the dnta used in this study. 
The following answers to the questions posed in 
Chapter I were given by the data . 
1 . A mount of ImagerY 
The amount of imegery possessed by t~is particular 
group of children is good. The mean number of images for 
the 32 eases 1s appro:i:imately one half more than the numoer 
of concrete pictures presented in the content of the 
paragrapr.s . The amount of i magery on each inoividual 
possible pi cture presented in t he content is not consistently 
good. The total amount of 1~gery consisted of images on 
only part of the possiole pictures in the story. \I hen the 
stimulus was a concrete picture word the flow of imagery was 
higb. Mental pictures of people , things , scenery not 
included in the content of the paragraphs ~<as frequent . These 
extraneous 1mages were as vivid and complete as the images on 
the content images and were consistent with the setting of 
the paragraphs. They were mostly a filling out of the 
basic picture as presented by the author in the selections . 
2 . DifCerence in A;oynt of Iwaserx for BoY• apd Girls 
There were eighteen boy subjects and fourteen girl 
subjects interviewed. The boys and girls displayed a 
comparable amount of imagery. The mean score for tt~ boys 
is 78. 8 and. for the girls , 88.8 . The highest score on 
either paragraph was recorded for a girl . Both boys and 
girls displayed a capacity for imagery in varying ne&rees 
for individual cases . The boys did as well and, in a few 
cases, better then the girls on the indoor paragraph. In 
this particular group both boys and girls displayed a 
presence of and aptitude to mental imagery in a comparable 
degree. 
3. The TYJ)es of Imgerx Possessed 
The types of imagery r ecorded as being present in 
at least one subject were visual, auditory. gustatory, 
olfactory, tactile, color, ~otor, time , kinaesthetic and 
emotion. 
4. Tbe Difference in the Amount of the TXoes of Imagery 
Visual imagery was present in 10~ of the cases 
interviewed. On the outdoor paragraph 72'/, of the total 
number of images were visual. On the indoor paragr&ph 68.~ 
of tne total number of i~ges were visual . Visual imagery 
exceeded every other type in number of tuaes present . 
Color imagery was present in 100~ of the cases. 
The color imagery was in every case conntcted wit h a definite 
object in the image . No child reported overall color in 
his image. Color imagery appeared as part of the sense images 
particularly the visual . Color imagery is an attribute ot 
8o~ttC'In l ,H,rsi t y 
S.;t .• •o) c! s..:t· .. e-\lor 
" _ Libr~Ar' 
I • 
or the visual image ~riwarily an4 tho other sense 1wages in 
a leaser decree . The images as re~rt·~ by th• et~loren 
vera not colored pictures but pictures in vt.ie h the n • ..res 
and aurrounoings were colored . 
Motor imagery apveared in over 95. or the eases 
and was, in every ease , an attribute of the visual image . 
Motor imagery and color inagery apveared in almost every 
child's imacery and were fused with the vilua! icage becoming 
an intecr•l part or the totel visual imace. In reletion 
to the frequency of occurrence of the totel visual iuge 
the color and !OOtor J.::ages s•ll in nu:.bar of tiLes rei'Orted. 
The sense i:tages of hearir.c, te te, Sl:'.ell and_ touch 
are rare in apyearance . Each type vas repOrted by a 
percentage of subjects vith auditory re~orted by ~of tte 
subjects interviewed. The appearance of these images 
in an individual case !:lore ttan once was rare . The mean 
number of images of hearing on the outdoor paragraph is 1 . 6 
and on the indoor paragraph 1 .9 . The sense images listed 
here were brougl:t out only by deteHed q~oeationlng and 
duanded a stillulus ttat would bring t'- tmace into direct 
focus in the reoder 1 s m1nd . llo child reported S)'Ontaneous 
illa.cery on tt.ese particular 1AAc~• v,..reaa thf' spontanttous 
im&Ce:tY or all the children ..,. ~redol:<1nantly visual. These 
.. nse 1maces were entire unto the:uelvea •nd 4id not fuse 
with any other type of ima&ery. 
~ i:&&ea were reported by halt the cases but 
the time i::lage occurred infrequently in the nw:>ber or taes 
related 1n each case. This would be a ctaracteristic or 
this type i:llagery in an indiviuual case u once thd tice 
11 set the opportunity for furtt.er elaboration on it is 
necli&ible. 
!Joages or eJ:Otion apyeared in ~.lf ot tl.e cases 
on the outdoor paraaraph and 18.~ of tr~> cues 011 tile i..:loor 
paraarapb. Images ot eaotion were intre~uent in occurr<nce 
in individual eases , The outdoor paragraph ~rovioeo better 
op~ortunity for thia tyye ot imagery. 
Kinaesthetic imaaery litiS rare . Frol4 the t.nswers 
to questions referrin& to this ty~e or Laacery it is eviuent 
that tt.e c!".ildren are una~1lre or its existence •nd do not 
exrerier.ce it as a general rule. 
5. P1fference in TYpes of lga&ery on Ipdoor apg Qytgoor Setting 
The imagery on the indoor and outdoor ~aragraphs 
is comparabl e in omount and type, Visual 1maaery occurs most 
frequently accompanied by color and ~otor imagery. There 
are no significant differences in the taesery on eitter 
paracraph in tb1s particular srou, of ct.J.ldren. 
6 . Effect of •uestionin& on IMtgerx 
The questionins bad a decided etrect on br1D&1D& 
out irosgery present but not revorted spontaneously. The 
childrel! gained confidence in reyortina imasery under 
quutlon1ns and reported uny core details or their i.llages 
under the direction ot the questionl.ni; . The 1.1ok&er~ 
reported spontaneously ar.d the imagery reyorted under 
questioning was consistent ard the images did not change 
except tt:at cany details of each imsge and otl.or tnes of 
icages were added . 
I.apl1cations of the Data 
Children do poueu aental J.acery and tbeir 
ll:agery 1s vis.:al in natura . The visUll U".oce !as as its 
eom~onent _.rts color and motor imagery . The otter sense 
imases and other ty~es of images are rare in etdldren as in 
&elults . Children are predominantly visualizers and aepend 
upon this sense for mw:h of their r e:::emberir.g . T~J.s visual 
sense c=es into full play in nental ll:acery , The mental 
pictures that c~J.lclren see vhen reaoill& are not proauets of 
basination. These aer.tal pictures are boundeo. by tile 
words of the author and cannot roam freely vtere t~~y wilt . 
The mental picture is a cooperative effort on tl~ part of 
the child and the author . The need for detail in imprinting 
the ;>icture of vbat the author has to say in tl• mind is 
the beds for the ouwovinc mental picture or tl.e cl.ild . 
l"roa tte foc.U point of attention or stiooulua provi<iecl by 
the author tbe child aoves out and beyonu f1ll1nc in bebiod 
and arouno the center stL~ulus to paint a complete picture 
or character and settiug , The pictureis of necessity 
related to vhat tha child knovs froo actual experi•nce or 
from other reading experier.ces he DAY drav u~on . These are 
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caaes felt guilty about kte>1ng the visual i. &!1 . TLe 
y1ctures "re a source o1' pleasure to the:o and in the 
subjective opinion of coat of the children tl~y felt it 
was ~Tong to see anythin~ the author did not say . Since 
the visual is vresent in so:e degree in most ct~l~ren,the 
teaching or mental imacery mi&ht "Well becin in tl'at area and 
~roceed to the teaching or tte rarer ty~es. ~ucc••• 1n 
,romotin& visual !=&eery alone would, 1n ttA o,inion of the 
authot; ,1rodw:e a gre10t Cl&ny happy and satisfhd rehders. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
l . A study of mental imagery on paragraphs varying in degree 
of difficulty of cont~nt thought or idea. 
2. A study, s!.milar in form to ttis, in vhich the ctJ._c.ren 
would re;.d the questior.a on lLagery siier.tly and ... -rite tt.e 
answers to ~iscover 1! the aaount of ioagery is illyeded. 
3. A study, similar 1n form to this, in which the age group 
vould be younger to discover the varying oegree in the 
amount of imagery in relation to age . 
4 . A study of tl:e relevo.nce of imagery by maarut of questioning 
!:&eery L.wediately after re&ding and after a la~se of t~ 
Q~ltioning the imacery on the sace selection aa•in vitbout 
alloving the subjects to revread the se•ect1on. The ~ur,ose 
of this to discover if the extraneous images vere r •levant 
to the content in enabling tha subject to reo.ember the content 
i.,..aea and extraneous l.J.asu. 
5. A study util1tinc the findings or •revicus •~uoies on 
imacery to set u,> a basic criteria tor &JlllJ.Ysie& the ...,.ount 
and quality or imagery. 
7. A study or 1cagery on var 1ouo selections us1Ci tt~ above 
cri ter1a . 
8. A cocpar1son of the presence of ~ental 1-ogery ~ith the 
reacl1n~ "ch1evetJent or children. 
9. The building or a set or lessons to toach visual imagery. 
10. A •tudy using the set or lessons ~1.th an ex.-erimental 
and control group. 
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APPE!IDIX 
APPENDIX 
Includad in the Appendix a r e two mastar tables or.e 
tor boy subJects and on~ for girl subJects on which are 
tabu.l.ated t he tollowinc facts for bot h paracra,hs: 
1. The total number of l.Jtaces i'er ease on both 
paragraphs. 
2 . The total nu:ber of images per cue 
type of im&cery on both .aragrapbs. 
on each 
3. The totel number of io:ages per ease for the 
two paragraphs . 
4 . The total number of 
paragr aph. 
images for cirls on uch 
5. The total nu:ber of images for boys on each 
paragra~h. 
B. The total number of ttLes the various trres 
of t.ogery appeared in each ""ragra.-h tor 
boy• and girls . 
The tablet are read across t o find tr• total 
number of times a particular t yye image appeared in each 
subject and t he total n""'ber of times tlltt ty1.e of Lw.gery 
ap~eared in all girl or boy cases on that .,eragrayh. 
'fhe tables are re<od down to find. the ty,.es or 
iaa&ery each subject re.,orted and the nur.J>tr of times reported . 
Also included in the Appendix are eample resyonses 
reported verba tim as the children gave them. 
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TABLE VII 
Total Amount or Imagery and Total Amount of Types of Imagery 
Reported by Eighteen Boy Subjects on Both Paragraphs 
,.,.,, .. ,,. 
CR .p 1llo , "' . " 7 A Q 1n 11 1, '"' 1.: 1" 1 ~:fl~ Wi' 46 33 4 50 3 liS 25 28 1': 42 ;>,; lll 
~t 
.... 
~tor 
•th 
n r n 
I •v 
,._ 22 71 61 69 4? 59 63 "" 47 30 33 34 "4 47 41 "" '" !\4 A?4 
~i>lR, HPR 
:gp ~~ 
OlfA~ 
To> v 5 
~"" 79 53 ~ 
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TABLE VIII 
Total Allount of ll:agery and. Total Allount or Types of I=gery 
Reported by Fourteen Girl SubJects on Both Paragraphs 
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Case 122 - hl.ghest total score on both .,.r .. gra.,bs . 
OUTDOOR 
ROAD 
BOY-
- There are pebbles t>nd. stones on the road - a tar 
sidevalk. Itla sbody - ,ine trees •rA oak trees 
uke a tunnel . . There is a vhite lx>use on on9 siae. 
It'• a vblte bouse with a shiro&le<l roo! a0<1 ;orcb. 
It ras a purple door and. a fence - a vhi te renee 
around the yard . There are re<i rlowo rs in tt.e yard 
tUlips and roses . 
black, curly hair , brown pants , r ed checkered je rsey, 
brown and white snoes , chec~ered sox to matc h shirt . 
He t-e.s creen-blue eyes . His hands are in Lis 
pockets and he ' s all dressed up . It ' s Sunday . He ' s 
walkin& a way from me . 
DAY - The sun i s in front . There i a a little breeze. I 
reel it on~ face . It•s afternoon. 
GRASS (boy ~uts 1L south) - lavn crass . The gr ass is in 
the yard or the bouse . lle ~uts tre whole viece in 
his moutb. It 1 s dry . I don't taste it. 
PIELO - on left , big, oak tree and wee,ing willow r£ar road . 
Oatrodila, forsythia growinc . There are t"o lx>rses , 
one is black llith a little wh1ta, on& is all bro-..-n. 
Tvo ladies are getting re~dy to ride horses . One 
lady l-as on brown pants, blue !acket. Tno other nos 
on a red sweater and black pants , 
POND - I see the pond clear . It's not fur fro~ tt~ road . Fo 
trees a roun<i it. Just sky beyond the ~ond . The field 
slopes <iown to the pond . 
FENCE - ordinary picket fence 
leaps over the f ence. 
Yellow and red !lovers 
- not h1&h- red . 
The crass is liKe 
found in !iel<l • 
The boy 
tay - }ell o-w . 
FLO\ER- he picks flower in ~dy•s yerd . lt'• a gerLni~- red 
Fe throvs it on ground and staps on lt . 
BOY RUlll:IliG - runs to-.-erds roo.d . Grau 110••• "'.en t.e runs 
through it. Ee 1s goin& hol:e. I U4t ""rt of his IX>I4o>e , 
ita lictt red - screen ~reb- blu. door . 
Subject felt her picture ••• very clear. She said she saw 
more vtJ.le talk.ing "ith elWIJ.ner then while reaclir-c . 
c:J 
Case #2'l - IIIDOOR 
GIRL - She has blond !"air in braids . A yello>~ dress, yellov 
aox and black ~tent sr~e• - yell~• checKered ribbon 
on braids . Ste•s dreued up . 
ROOM - &reen wallpa~er- ca1-le bed and bureau to utcl>-
pictures scattered on bed. lt ' s her bedroom. There 
is a •crapbook. There is on~ chair lixe tie bed. 
White rufflea c~t6ins - yellow s~'read with rea dots . 
The girl is sittinc on the bed lookin& for pictures in 
a a:ac"zi.ne . 
CLOCK - ola f&sh1oned eloek on wall . 
Al<1:1-'.AL - eat - black - small . Tba eat is sitting •at.cl'J.n& 
the girl . 
SOUND OF CLOCK - light tincl<ling sound . Girl turna arourAI 
to see clock . The ele>ck 1& behind ~r. 
She cets excite<> and !=;.s u~ fast . She val•-• to•<~r<is 
ae . There are ;ine trees outaide the >~indow . It 
ia foggy out but light , 
TABL!i. - at bot tom of bed near window - maple . There are 
lots of t hings on it - perf~ei doll cressed ir. blue 
with wll1te sox ata shoes ar11 b ond curly 151r. A 
laJ:J-ll.de 'lith ships and a white base . 
SCI.,SORS - sull black acissors . She cuts a b&by picture 
from the magazine and paste• it in sera~book. The 
baby has on d1a~ers, 
T~ subject felt her picture on the outdoor par&gra.h ~s 
cle~rer, but ste sees the girl clearer ttan the boy. 
Case 12 - highest to~l scor e on outcl.oor for boys 
ROAD - dirt road and narr ov . S~.ady under tr on rigt.t but 
BOY -
the rest is sunny, Low, wooden f•nce on right - brovn. 
There i s a house - sma l l and white . Plovers in yard . 
Tall man on side of r oad in f ield cuttino sr~ss , 
work clothes, straw tat, yellow sport s h»t. 
abo~;.t 10 years old . lie 1 s walking away from 
keeps sto;;,.lng , Blond bilr &r.d blue eyes . 
s•-ln;:ing t.is t.rlll . Very l'a,.py. 
!leis 
me bUj; he 
ne•s 
DAY - The sun 1s in baclo: or ~l'a boy. Ther 1r no "ino . 
Tbe Slcy 1s blu• w th big, i'luffy clouos. lloontiJ;.e . 
GRASS -(boy puts in mouth) The grass is on the side 01 ~t~ 
road and comes to the boy's ~ees . It's dry grass -
yellowish. He bites of t he end of the gross . lie 
has nice teeth- oven. It's a s~l• ,.1~ce of grass . 
FIELD - on r ight . It•a a big f i eld with cows . 
POND - little way from road . Broadleaf t r ees •ro~ it. 
Tall mountains beyond tt.e vond - whit~ on tv~. Ducks 
on polld - red-headed ducks . Land slopes down . 
JU)(P - lie swings onr the fence usir.g his ll.r.Us . Grbss 
r~ it is alaost to tt• tor. Grass in f1elo is not 
high but it is t hick, 
FL011Ell -aaisy - t-6.11 , white, yuloll center. I t.e~r tt~ 
crunch of the grMss as the boy walks . lie picks 
f lower and puts it up to his face . Puts it back on 
ground. . 
Rl.lll I didn• t see whAt was in t be gr ass . The 
be,an to run. l!e coes tollards tiL full. 
aidL 1 t see the farm at all . 
boy just 
No, I 
This boy !el~ his picture vas clearer .bon he ~•• reGo1ng 
arA he sav core \<hen he \/&s reading. He felt t.ia ouwoor 
.,icture "as clearer then indo Dr. 
Case # 4 - highest total score on indoor for boys 
GIRL - bigb school girl , br o= he i r , long and curly. She is 
dressed in her play clothes . Reading a his tory book. 
Doing her homework . 
ROOM - saw a table in the corner - a gr een table . The girl 
is s i tt i ng at the table . That ' s all I was able to 
CLOCK 
see of t he r oom. There is a wir.dow by the table . Two 
windo"s on the other side of t he room. There is a 
different colored rug on tts floor . It ' s a soft rug-
li.te de>'n. 
loud sound like 
The clock is on 
table . The dog 
- old gr andf& t bers clock - i t makes a 
the bells in churc h - a gong sour.d . 
the other side of the r oom f r om t he 
i s barking. 
DOG - It ' s a collie dog - brown and white- busey tail - big . 
The girl pats the dog and he stops barking. I think 
t he clock scar ed him. 
SODND (of clock) - The clock struck !> times . The girl turns 
a r ound and looks at tts clock. She is sitting at tne 
table facing window and hes to turn around because tts 
c lock is on the otter side of the room. 
The girl pushes allay from the t able . She pushes with 
her hands . The book c l oses itself. She walks towards 
me . Now I can see a tree through the window - an oak 
tree . I t's a ~arm, sunny day - summer . 
TABLE - It ' s a round, little table - st~ny . It's r~ar the 
wir.dows on the other side of the room. There is r.othing 
on the table but scissor . They are very big scissoa s . 
She walks back to other table a nei cuts something out 
of a big pi~ce of white peper . The paper is neur the 
book s be "as reeding . 
This boy felt his picture was blurred. lle tad nine more 
images on t he outdoor paragr aph tben indoor and did well on 
both. lie identified the girl es his c ousin but was not sure 
\lhether he was right or not . 
GG 
